In this Letter, we report on quantitative measurements of the absolute near-field mediated heat flux between a gold coated near-field scanning thermal microscope (NSThM) tip and a planar gold sample at nanometer distances of 0.2 nm-7 nm. We find an extraordinary large heat flux which is more than five orders of magnitude larger than black-body radiation and four orders of magnitude larger than the values predicted by conventional theory of fluctuational electrodynamics. Additionally, we compare our data with different theories of phonon tunneling [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] which might explain a drastically increased heat flux, but are found not to be able to reproduce the distance dependence observed in our experiment. The findings demand modified or even new models of heat transfer across vacuum gaps at nanometer distances.
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The radiative heat flux between two massive bodies held at different temperatures increases drastically when the distance d between them becomes smaller than the dominant thermal wavelength λ th , roughly 10 µm at room temperature. Consequently, the heat flux can be enhanced by many orders of magnitude compared to the heat transfer exchanged between two black bodies coupled through the far-field. This super-Planckian effect can be attributed to the additional contribution of evanescent waves such as frustrated total internal reflection modes, surface phonon polaritons, or hyperbolic modes [6, 7] . The heat flux enhancement in the nearfield regime has been verified by a number of recent experiments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . So far, the measured data has enjoyed good agreement with theoretical models of macroscopic heat transfer [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , suggesting that super-Planckian radiation is a well-understood phenomenon and shifting the focus of current experiments/theory to the design of practical and more efficient near-field transmitters.
However, commonly used theoretical models of heat transfer are based on Rytov's theory of macroscopic fluctuational electrodynamics [15] , which cannot fully describe heat exchange at distances down to a few nanometers. In particular, such a theory does not account for the crossover from near field to contact, in which case the objects are separated by atomic distances and heat flux is mediated by conductive transfer. Several recent theoretical works have studied this crossover by including effects like tunneling of acoustic phonons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and quantum effects due to the overlap of the electronic wave functions [16] , showing that the radiative heat flux can be further enhanced by orders of magnitude at distances of a few nanometers or even on the sub-nanometer level. The abovementioned experiments have confirmed the predictions of the conventional macroscopic theory [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] as they probe the near-field at much larger distances. Up to now, only one indirect measurement conducted by Altfeder et al. [17] is allegedly backing the theoretical considerations on phonon tunneling using inelastic scanning tunneling microscopy. In contrast, compared to previous experiments our setup is the only one which can directly probe heat fluxes for distances, precisely at the interface of radiative and conductive transport. vacuum with a typical working pressure of 10 −10 mbar. The setup is based on a commercial scanning tunneling microscope (STM). As depicted in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) , the home-made STM probes consist of a platinum wire, molten into a glass capillary, pulled sharp with a pipette puller and are then coated with 100 nm of Au by means of e-beam evaporation ex situ. At the point where the Au film separates from the Pt-core, a thermocouple is formed. This probe design allows for local heat flux measurements in addition to its STM ability [18, 19] . The heat flux coupled into the tip apex drains towards the back side of the tip holder causing a temperature difference between them which, finally, is generating a thermovoltage V th . A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of such a probe is depicted in Fig. 1 (c) . The protruding part of the probe is typically about 1 -2 µm in length and 300 -700 nm in diameter (at the base). The radius r of the tip apex is typically about 30 nm [20] , as shown in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrograph in Fig. 1 (d) .
Our probes are able to detect heat fluxes down to 4 nW and heat conductances down to 24 pW/K at 50 Hz bandwidth. As we will see below, this sensitivity of the probe is not sufficient to measure radiative heat fluxes predicted by fluctuational electrodynamics. Concerning the heat fluxes, we achieve a lateral resolution of 6 nm when a temperature difference ∆T between probe and sample is applied [18, 19] . The topographic information can be measured at the same time using the STM ability of our probe which features atomic resolution.
The measured change of the probe-sample heat current ∆P in the distance regime of 0.2 -7 nm is approximately 0.5 µW as shown in Fig. 2 . This corresponds to a heat transfer coefficient h nf through the vacuum gap by nearfield interactions of
when using ∆P = 0.5 µW and assuming a disk-shaped effective heat flux area A of the tip with r = 30 nm and a temperature difference of ∆T = 160 K, since T probe = 280 K and T sample = 120 K. In contrast, the heat transfer coefficient between two black bodies at the same temperatures can be estimated to be
using the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ BB = 5.67
Hence, the measured heat transfer coefficient of the vacuum gap is about 5×10 5 times larger than the black-body value. Thus, our NSThM technique yields by far the largest heat flux level compared to other nearfield experiments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . So far, these have measured heat fluxes up to approximately 100 times the blackbody value [12] , albeit at much larger distances. As we show below, this value is four orders of magnitude larger Figure 2 : Gap-dependent heat flux and tunneling current. Measured average heat flux power P (upper curves with respect to the axis on the left-hand side) and tunneling current IT (lower curves with respect to the axis on the right-hand side) as a function of distance d for approaching (circles) and retracting (crosses) direction together. The sample given by a 200 nm gold-film on a mica substrate is cooled down to 120 K, whereas the temperature of the probe is held at ambient temperature so that ∆T = 160 K. The shaded areas quantify the uncertainties: In case of the tunneling current the uncertainty is given by its standard deviation, whereas the relative error of the heat flux measurement is calculated via Gaussian error calculus for each distance step. The certainty of the value for the distance d = 0 nm is limited by the certainty of the value for the work function for gold [21] . From which we estimate a relative error in d = 0 nm of ∆d = 90 pm. Inset: Sketch of the probe and the sample.
than that obtained using conventional macroscopic fluctuational electrodynamics. However, theoretical models based on phonon tunneling can predict such large values. Furthermore, we find at close distances up to d = 2 nm an almost linear decay of the heat flux, which means that we can exclude algebraic decays of the form d −n with n ≥ 1, but we cannot exclude exponential decays.
We want to emphasize that the measured heat transfer cannot be caused by Joule heating from tunneling electrons. The maximum power of Joule heating by the tunneling electrons can be estimated to be P e − = V I T = 30 nW (V = 600 mV and I T = 50 nA) which is about six percent of the maximum heat flux. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows the typically observed exponential decay of the tunneling current I T at distances below d = 1 nm. At larger distances no current is detectable anymore (below 0.5 pA). Thus, the massive heat flux and its distance dependence cannot be explained by the exchange of electrons.
Now, we want to compare commonly discussed theoretical models with our experimental data. Let us first stick to the conventional macroscopic theory: In Fig. 3 we show exact numerical for the radiative heat flux using a boundary element method in order to model the geometry of our probe [26, 26] . Obviously, the values for the heat flux are between 0.2 nW(d = 5 nm) and 0.25 nW(d = 0.5 nm) which corresponds to heat transfer coefficients h nf of about 440-550 W/m 2 K. Therefore, the change of the probe-sample heat current as predicted by fluctuational electrodynamics is only 110 W/m 2 K, whereas the measured value is 1.1 × 10 6 W/m 2 K. It is interesting that the distance dependence of the heat flux found Fig. 3 is similar to the measured distance dependence, but the heat flux level is obviously four orders of magnitude too small. Thus, the curvature of the tip cannot account for the discrepancy between the experimental data and the theory.
It might be argued that nonlocal response of the permittivity should be taken into account [27] [28] [29] . Since nonlocal effects cannot be included easily in the exact numerical scheme, we have also modeled our sensor using the so-called proximity approximation (PA), which can be applied in the near-field regime when the distance between two objects is much smaller than their curvature [22] [23] [24] . Note, that this approximation has succesfully been applied in all experiments using a spherical probe [9, 10, 13, 14] . In our case, however, we obtain results for the whole probe which show a similar distance dependence as the exact results in Fig. 3 , but which overestimate the contribution of the tip and lead to errors on the order of 400% (see Suppl. Mat.). Similar deviations of PA and exact results were already observed in a sphere-plate geometry (see Ref. [23] ) and here can be traced back to the fact that the foremost part of the tip is extremely small compared with λ th so that it acts more like a dipole than a macroscopic sphere. Nonetheless, one can still use the PA to estimate the heat flux in our setup, keeping in mind that it overestimates the heat flux level. Now, within this approximation we have included nonlocal effects using the Lindhard-Mermin model [29] (see Suppl. Mat.), and we find that while these nonlocal effects increase the heat flux, as expected [28, 29] , they turn out to be relatively weak for the considered distances. Hence, we find that the conventional macroscopic model of heat transfer greatly underestimates the heat flux found in our experiments. We note and emphasize that the above calculations in Fig. 3 make no approximation and fully account for flux mediated by surface plasmon polaritons, though these tend to be negligible for gold at room temperature [29] . In what follows, we consider a number of currently accepted models of phonon (conductive) transfer and argue that they too cannot explain the above mentioned enhancement:
(A) Prunnila and Meltaus [1] have studied the tunneling of acoustic phonons between piezoelectric materials. They report an approximate 1/d 3 distance dependence. Making the same estimation for the effective tip area A as in (i) we find that for piezoelectric materials studied in [1] a power transfer of about 13 nW could be expected for r = 30 nm at d = 1 nm (h nf = 2.9 × 10 4 W/m 2 K). This value is too small to explain our data and the distance dependence does not agree with the measured one. But this is not surprising, since in our experiment we are not using piezoelectric materials but metals, meaning that this theory cannot be applied directly.
(B) Another approach is given by Sellan et al. [4] who consider the phonon tunneling between two silicon half spaces through a vacuum gap using lattice dynamics calculations. The authors report a heat flux by phonon tunneling (resulting in a heat transfer coefficient h nf of 5.3 × 10 8 W/m 2 K) which is five orders of magnitude larger than the conventional radiative heat flux at d = 0.1 nm. Although the reported enhancement is about two orders of magnitude larger than ours, this effect is only observable at distances smaller than 0.2nm, above which the theory is well described by macroscopic fluctuational electrodynamics. Hence, phonon tunneling within this model also cannot explain our enhancement which occurs at distances up to 5 nm. Furthermore, the calculations were only done for Si using a specific Stillinger-Weber potential usually used in bulk material. It should be mentioned that using another atomistic simulation method, it was shown very recently that for polar materials like SiC phonon tunneling only slightly increases the heat flux with respect to Rytov's theory in the distance regime between 0.2 nm and 1 nm [5] .
(C) The approach of Mahan [2] based on image potentials considers heat tunneling between a metal and alkali halides so that it is again not directly applicable to our experiment. The theory predicts a 1/d dependence with very large heat fluxes by phonon tunneling even for several nanometers. At distances of 2-3 nm, the heat flux drops by a factor of 10 compared to the boundary Kapitza conductance between metals and alkali halide, which yields a heat-transfer coefficient on the order of h nf = 10 -100 × 10 6 W/m 2 K. Hence, while such a model does predict heat fluxes of similar magnitudes as those obtained here at certain separations, we find that it cannot explain the distance dependence observed in our measurements. Furthermore, this model cannot be directly applied to the case of two metal surfaces.
(D) Yet another but very general description for phonon tunneling was proposed by Budaev Summarized, we see that the theoretical models proposed in the literature so far cannot be directly applied and therefore cannot describe the data found in our present experiment. We believe that this, along with previous results on a related experiment [20] , provide the basis and motivation for further theoretical exploration of heat transfer mechanisms in this crossover regime where both radiative and conductive effects can coexist, and can be greatly affected by geometry.
In conclusion, we have measured the near-field mediated heat flux between a gold coated near-field scanning microscope tip and a gold sample at distances of a few nanometers. The measured values for the heat flux are four orders of magnitude larger than predicted by fluctuational electrodynamics and five orders of magnitude larger than the black-body value. A comparison with current models of phonon tunneling shows that they can explain why the heat flux can be much larger than predicted by fluctuational electrodynamics, but these models typically predict an algebraic decay of the heat flux which is in contradiction to the measured decay. Given the current lack of appropriate theoretical models that can span this range of distances and geometries, the question of whether the measured heat flux can be explained by phonon or photon tunneling, or whether there is yet another unknown mechanism at play, remains open. We hope, however, that this work will serve to motivate further study of this increasingly important yet unexplored regime.
METHODS
We use 1w measuring techniques along with an adapted hot-wire method.
Characterization and calibration of the probe. In a first step our probe is characterized in situ just before the actual measurement to obtain the ratio ε between the heat flux through the probe and the hereby generated thermovoltage V th . To this end, we use 1ω measuring techniques along with an adapted hot-wire method. The details of this calibration method can be found in Ref. [30] . For the NSThM probe used in our measurements we find a calibration factor of ε = 0.43 µW/µV. The heat flux through the probe is given by P = εV th . The purely near-field contribution to the heat transfer is detected by subtracting the heat flux at larger distances (typically a few tens of nanometer) realizing that the near-field effect has fallen below the detection limit at these distances. Our calibration method enables us to measure absolute heat fluxes between the probe and the sample with a relative uncertainty of about 14% (details of the error analysis leading to this uncertainty can be found in Ref. [30] ).
Characterization of the sample. The sample used in our measurement consists of a 200 nm Au layer deposited ex-situ via e-beam evaporation on a cleaved and heated mica substrate, leading to a monocrystalline Au(111) surface. After cleaning (sputtering with Ar ions and annealing) it shows wide atomically flat areas and the common 22 × √ 3 surface reconstruction. In a next step, the sample is cooled down to 120 K, while the probe is held close to ambient temperature leading to a probesample temperature difference ∆T = 160 K.
Measurement of the heat flux. Using the STM ability of our probe, first an atomic flat area of about 75 × 75 nm 2 is localized where we then perform our measurements of the heat flux from the probe tip to the sample. This is done, firstly, by lifting the probe 7 nm from the tunneling distance (tunneling current I T = 1 nA, bias voltage V T = 600 mV). Then, the sample is approached stepwise at a maximum slew rate of 90 nm/s until a threshold of the tunneling current of 50 nA is reached which corresponds to a sample-probe distance d of about 0.2 nm. While approaching the surface the thermovoltage is acquired after a settling time with an integration time of 20 ms, both, using distance steps of about 0.08 nm. Then the probe is retracted again and the heat flux is measured using the same measurement procedure. Finally, the tip is brought back to its original tunneling distance. Averaged data of the heat flow for approaching and retracting measurements are shown in Fig. 2 . Note, that only those measurements are taken into account where the difference in the piezo stroke at the beginning and at the end of the measuring cycle is less than 50 pm. This is done in order to avoid drift artefacts, spoiling the averaging procedure of 100 measurements for each direction. We emphasize that here d = 0 nm corresponds to the inter-atomic distance in bulk gold. Therefore, the value d = 0 nm denotes the distance where the electrical conductance of a single Au atom (I T =46.5 µA; 600 mV) is reached in the STM.
Numerical modelling. The theoretical predictions of heat flux in Fig. 3 were obtained via a recently developed fluctuating-surface current formulation of heat transfer that is applicable to arbitrary geometries and has been validated against well-established results in more conventional geometries, including planar and spherical objects [25, 26] . Our results were obtained using a free numerical implementation of this method based on the boundary-element method, which discretizes the object surfaces (the scattering unknowns) using localized RaoWilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions. The model geometry follows the same parameters as the experiment, with material parameters described via the standard Drude model of Au, except that the cone height is capped at 300 nm and the planar sample is taken to be a cylinder with a finite radius of 600 nm and a thickness of 50 nm. We find that larger cone heights and sample diameters have a negligible impact on the overall heat transfer, as does the contribution of the planar base (see Suppl. Mat.). Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the discretized geometry, which is chosen to yield converged results with respect to mesh size (resolution) and geometric parameters. Comparison between the numerical and PA predictions shows that the latter greatly overestimates the impact of the sphere-tip in comparison with the conical section as well as the overall flux (see Suppl. Mat.).
